Christ Church Charnock Richard Primary ‐ Progression in Written Division

Staage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Chilldren are encouraged to develop a meental image of the
num
mber system in theiir heads to use for calculation.
c
They
sho
ould experience practical calculation opportunities
invo
olving equal groupss and equal sharingg.

Children explo
ore practical contexxts where they sharre
equally and grroup equally. 6 ÷ 2 = ?
Equal sharingg (6 shared equally between 2)

Children continue
c
to use praactical equipment to
o represent
division caalculations as group
ping (repeated subttraction)
and use jo
ottings to support their
t
calculation.

6 football stickers are
shared equallyy between 2
people, how m
many do they
each get? Children may
using a ‘one
solve this by u
for you, one for me’
strategy until all of the
stickers have been given out.

o read this calculatio
on as,
12 ÷ 3 = ? Children begin to
‘How man
ny groups of 3 are there
t
in 12?’

Theey may develop wayys of recording calcculations using
picttures.
A ch
hild’s jotting showin
ng halving six
spo
ots between two sid
des of a ladybird.

o division
At this staage, children will alsso be introduced to
calculations that result in rem
mainders.

ng (How many grou
ups of 2 are there in
n 6?)
Equal groupin
13 ÷ 4 = 3 remainder 1

A child’s jotting
howing how they sh
hared the apples att
sh
sn
nack time between two groups.

ootball stickers, how
w many people can have
There are 6 fo
2 stickers
each?

Staage 4

Stage 5

Stage 6

43 ÷ 8

The previous method of repeated subtraction on a
ber line
number line iss continued, but using a vertical numb
alongside pracctical equipment.
The repeated subtraction is made more efficient byy
or.
subtracting ‘chunks’ of the diviso

This is thee final stage, in whicch children use the ‘chunking’
method.

43 ÷ 8 = 5 remainder 3
mainder should be
At tthis stage, children also learn if the rem
rounded up or down ee.g. 62 ÷ 8 = 7 remainder 6
ny can I buy?
I haave 62p. Sweets aree 8p each. How man
Ansswer: 7 (the remain
ning 6p is not enouggh for another sweeet)
App
ples are packed into
o boxes of 8. There are 62 apples. How
w
man
ny boxes do I need??
Ansswer: 8 (the remain
ning 6 apples still neeed to be placed intto
a bo
ox)

